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Abstract: A new wideband sinusoidally-slotted graphene-based cross-polarization converter
(CPC) is proposed in this paper. The proposed polarization converter can realize a broadband
terahertz polarization conversion from 1.28 to 2.13-THz with a polarization conversion ratio
(PCR) of more than 0.85. Taking advantage of the gradient width modulation of the
graphene-based unit structure, the continuous plasmon resonances are excited at the edges of
the sinusoidal slot. Therefore, the proposed converter can achieve a broadband polarization
conversion in a simplified structure. Furthermore, the polarization conversion characteristics
of the CPC are insensitive to the incident angle. The PCR remains more than 0.85 with little
bandwidth degradation even as the incident angle increases to as high as 50°. More
importantly, the operating bandwidth and the magnitude of the PCR can be tuned easily by
adjusting the chemical potential and the electron scattering times of the graphene. In a way,
we believe this kind of graphene-based polarization converter can enrich the polarization
conversion community for realizing broadband and tunable polarization conversion.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
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1. Introduction
As one of the most fundamental properties of manipulating electromagnetic (EM) waves,
polarization manipulation has received considerable attention from various aspects.
Conventional approaches to realize polarization manipulation includes the use of photoelastic modulators and optical gratings [1]. Although these methods can manipulate the
polarization at will, they usually require large equipment and a long propagation distance to
achieve the phase accumulation. To ease the burdens mentioned above, metamaterial, an
artificial subwavelength composite material with unique electromagnetic (EM) responses, has
been widely used to manipulate the polarization states. In fact, metamaterials have been
increasingly associated with the polarization since it is developed due to its exceptional
properties. To date, plenty of metamaterial-based linear-to-linear [2–5], linear-to-circular [6–
8] and circular-to-circular [9–11] polarization manipulation devices have been proposed. For
example, using chiral metasurface combining the Fabry-Perot cavity resonance [3–5],
broadband and multiband asymmetry transmission were realized with high transmission
efficiency. Taking advantages of the phase-response differences of the orthogonal I-shaped
birefringent reflective metasurface, linear to linear, linear-to-circular reflection polarization
conversion with wide conversion band was realized in [7]. Nevertheless, though these designs
exhibit high polarization conversion efficiency, the polarization conversion band of them
cannot be tuned once the patterned structures are fixed, which hinders them toward more
widespread applications. On the other hand, tunable composite metamaterials are capable of
dynamically manipulating the terahertz (THz) waves with great flexibility by using external
stimulus such as thermal [12–15], electric bias [16] and photo-excitation [17–21], which open
a bright perspective to design versatile devices. For example, by hybridizing a phase change
material, vanadium dioxide (VO2), with a metasurface, switchable ultrathin terahertz quarterwave plate was realized with extremely low-profile [13]. With photo-excitation, the
handedness switching in chiral metamolecules was achieved, which allows electromagnetic
control of the polarization of light and it will find important applications in the manipulation
of terahertz waves [21]. As the unprecedented development of the THz science and
technology, designing such versatile devices with tunable capability is not only desirable but
also inevitable for filling the THz gap.
Graphene, a single two-dimensional plane of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb
lattice, has been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated to excite and propagate
surface plasmons with reasonable loss [22,23]. Due to its unique electrical and optical
properties in the terahertz and mid-infrared regimes, many intriguing applications have been
proposed, such as the optical devices, plasmon waveguiding, clocking devices and many
other optoelectronic applications. Compared with metal plasmonics with restricted flexible
permittivity, the most remarkable advantage of the graphene is its capability of dynamically
tuning the conductivity through straightforward chemical or electrostatic gatings, which
opens the door to many exciting tunable devices, such as tunable absorbers [24–30], and
tunable polarization converters [31–40]. For example, Cheng et al. proposed a dynamically
tunable broadband cross polarization converter (CPC) made of L-shaped graphene sheets,
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which transformed linear light into cross polarization light for a single band in the midinfrared regions [31]. Nanocross has also been used in to efficiently convert the polarization
states [32], [34]. Other structures, such as Hollow-Carved “H” Array [41], butterfly-shaped
holes [42], have also been demonstrated to be suitable to achieve high polarization conversion
efficiency. Nevertheless, most of these polarization devices work at the mid-infrared range
with relatively narrow bandwidth. With so many fascinating and exciting features of the
graphene, designing the dynamically tunable THz polarization converter with wideband and
high efficiency based on the graphene remains an ongoing interest among the researchers to
manipulate the THz waves.
In this paper, a new wideband net-shaped sinusoidally-patterned graphene-based CPC is
proposed. The polarization converter can realize a broadband terahertz polarization
conversion from 1.28 to 2.13-THz with PCR more than 0.85. Based on the unique
characteristics of the graphene, the operating bandwidth and magnitude of the PCR can be
tuned by adjusting the chemical potential and the electron scattering times. Taking advantages
of the gradient width modulation of the graphene-based unit structure, the continuous
plasmon resonances are excited at the edges of the slot, and thus the proposed converter can
achieve a broadband polarization conversion in a much simpler structure compared with other
conventional broadband converter using multi-layered or multi-resonator structures. More
importantly, as one of the most exciting features, the polarization conversion characteristic of
the CPC is insensitive to the incident angle. The PCR remains more than 0.85 even the
incident angle increases to as high as 50°. With these good features, we believe this kind of
graphene-based polarization converter can be potentially used in the THz applications.

Fig. 1. (a) Unit cell of the proposed CPC. (b) Configurations of the proposed polarization
converter, where θ is the incident angle, φ is azimuth angle.

2. The proposed structure and simulation
The proposed graphene-based broadband THz polarization converter is a sandwich structure
with graphene sheet on the top, the ground plane on the bottom and a dielectric layer as the
spacer, as shown in Fig. 1. The proposed converter was simulated and optimized by using the
Finite Element Method (FEM). The periodical boundary conditions are applied in the x- and
y-directions, whereas Floquet port is adopted in the z-direction. Since the strain field should
have the same period of the patterned substrate, the optical conductivity of graphene will be
spatially modulated with the period of the patterned substrate due to strain [43]. In the FEMbased simulation, the periodic spatial modulation of the graphene conductivity is taken into
account by making use of the Floquet-Bloch theorem. In the design, the ground metallic
continuous film was made of lossy gold with a conductivity of σ = 4.56 × 107 S/m and a
thickness of 0.4 μm. The dielectric layer is the quartz substrate with a thickness of 25 μm (h),
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the relative permittivity is 3.75 and the loss tangent is 0.0184. The sinusoidally patterned slot
on the graphene layer is composed of two sinusoidal curves, namely. sinusoidal curve 1 and
curve 2, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Under the x’oy’ coordinate system, which is 45° clock-wise
rotated with respect to the xoy coordinate system, the two curves can be expressed as:
sinusoidal curve 1: y ' = A1 cos( px ') + B1

(1)

sinusoidal curve 2 : y ' = A2 cos( px ') + B2

(2)

where the optimized parameters of the proposed converter are as follows: px = 16 μm, py = 16
μm, h = 25 μm, t = 0.4 μm, A1 = 2.54 μm, A2 = 2.0 μm, B1 = 2.84 μm, B2 = 2.3 μm, B3 = 0.3
μm and p = 0.3. The lattice period is 16 μm and the length of the slit is about 23.6 um,
corresponding to about 0.09 and 0.13 wavelength at 1.6 THz, respectively.
The conductivity of graphene is characterized by the sum of intra-band conductivity and
inter-band conductivity. In the low THz operation frequency and room temperature, intraband conductivity mainly determines the conductivity of the graphene and the inter-band
conductivity can be neglected. Considering its one-atom thickness, the surface conductivity σ
of graphene in the intraband can be calculated by the Drude model [44]:
μ

σ int ra (ω , μc , Γ, T) = − j

− c
μc
e 2 k BT
kB T
(
+
2
ln(e
+ 1)).
π  2 (ω − j2Γ) k BT

(3)

where e is the electron charge, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant,  is the reduced Plank’s
constant. T is temperature, τ is the relaxation time, ω is the radian frequency, and μc is
chemical potential. In the design, the room temperature is set to 300 K, the typical value of
relaxation time of graphene is τ = 1 ps, and the chemical potential μc is set to 0.4 eV. It is also
worth to note that the sinusoidally patterned slot on graphene can be obtained through optical
or electron beam lithography [45], [46].

Fig. 2. The magnitudes of the reflectance and the PCR of the proposed CPC.

3. Theoretical analyses and results discussion
The reflection coefficient of the CPC is characterized by its 2 × 2 scattering matrices as the
following:
 Rxx
R=
 Ryx

Rxy 

Ryy 

(4)
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where Rxx, Rxy, Ryx, Ryy represent the complex reflection ratio of the x-to-x, y-to-x, x-to-y and
y-to-y polarizations, respectively. Due to the symmetry of the CPC, Rxx = Ryy and Rxy = Ryx.
Therefore, only Rxx and Ryx are discussed by considering x-polarized incident waves for
brevity without loss of generality. To evaluate the polarization conversion performance, the
polarization conversion ratio is defined as:


| Ryx |2
PCR = 
 | Rxx |2 + | Ryx |2 



(5)

Figure 2 shows the Rxx, Ryx and the PCR of the proposed CPC, where the Fermi energy of
graphene and the electron scattering time are 0.4 eV and 1 ps, respectively. The PCR is
clearly observed to be above 85% from 1.3 THz to 2.1 THz with full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) reaching 47%. Figure 3 depicts the electric field distributions at the surface of the
graphene sheet at 0.6, 1.45 and 2.0-THz, respectively. The electric field distributions are in
accordance with the PCR spectrum. For instance, at 0.6 THz that out of the polarization
conversion band, the electric field almost vanished, indicating that no localized plasmon
resonance is excited. Whereas in the 1.45 and 2.0-THz with high PCR shown in the Fig. 2, the
electric field distributions are concentrated at the edges of the sinusoidal slots, where the
localized surface plasmon resonances are excited.

Fig. 3. The magnitude of electric field distributions at 0.6, 1.45 and 2.0-THz.

To better reveal the physical mechanism of the proposed graphene-based CPC. The
surface current distributions and the induced magnetic field distributions at the top graphene
sheet and the bottom ground, for the two resonant modes at 1.45 THz and 2.0 THz are shown
in Fig. 4 when the electric field of the incident waves are parallel to the x-axis. It can be seen
from Fig. 4(a3) that, at 1.45 THz, the induced magnetic field targets at the lower-left direction,
which can be decomposed into two orthogonal magnetic vector Hlx along the x-direction and
Hly along the y-direction. The Hly, perpendicular to the electric field of the x-polarized
incident waves, will not generate cross-polarization coupling since the direction of the
magnetic fields is the same to that of the incident waves. Whereas the magnetic fields along
the x-direction can induce the electric field along the y-direction, consequently leading to the
cross-polarization conversion. At the higher localized plasma resonant mode, as shown in Fig.
4(b3), the magnetic fields are along the upper right direction, and the x-component of the
magnetic field can induce the electric field along the y-direction, leading to the crosspolarization conversion. In fact, the CPC is related to two orthogonal eigen modes, namely
eigen mode 1 with 45° counterclockwise from the incident waves (x-direction) and eigen
mode 2 with 45° clockwise from the incident waves. The polarization is rotated by about 90°
because of the combination of the two eigen modes in the reflection states. Figure 5 shows the
reflection coefficients and also the phase differences of the two eigen modes. It is observed
that the reflection of these two orthogonal eigen modes have a nearly 180° phase difference at
two resonant frequencies, which leads to the high cross-polarization efficiency. According to
Fig. 5, it is also seen that, from at 1.8-1.9 THz band, the magnitudes of the reflection of the
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two eigen modes show a difference of 0.1. The difference of the magnitudes of the reflection
results in the PCR in 1.8-1.9 THz band a little bit lower than the neighboring spectrum.

Fig. 4. Surface current distributions at 1.45 THz at the top (a1), bottom layer (a2) and the
induced magnetic field distributions at the bottom layer (a3). Surface current distributions at
2.0 THz at the top (b1), bottom layer (b2) and the induced magnetic field distributions at the
bottom layer (b3).

Fig. 5. Simulated results of reflectance for the two orthogonal eigen modes with the incident
polarization of 45° (Raa) and −45° (Rbb) clockwise from the x-axis direction and the reflected
phase difference of them.
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Fig. 6. (a) PCR spectrum of the proposed CPC as a function of the operating frequency and
incident angle with μc = 0.4 eV and τ = 1 ps. (b) PCR spectrum of the proposed CPC as a
function of the operating frequency and thickness of the dielectric layer with μc = 0.4 eV and τ
= 1 ps.

Since the continuously localized plasmon resonances, which are excited at the edges of
the gradient width sinusoidally-patterned slots, contributes to the broadband crosspolarization conversion, the bandwidth of the PCR should less sensitive to the incident angle
θ. The PCR spectrum under the incident angle from 0 to 90° is shown in the Fig. 6(a). It is
observed that the proposed CPC shows very stable performance over large incident angles.
Specifically, the PCR can be kept better than 0.85 with the little bandwidth degradation when
the incident angle increases as large as 50°. Compared to some previous designs, the proposed
design has the inherent merits of broad bandwidth of polarization conversion and large
incident angle insensitivity, which enables the proposed CPC to have more widespread
applications such as in terahertz sensing, detecting, and optoelectronic devices. It is also
noticed that, when the incident angle further increases to 90°, the large attenuation of the PCR
is observed. This is due to the fact that the increased incident angle results in a weakened
interaction between the graphene sheet and the electromagnetic waves. Figure. 6(b) depicts
the PCR spectrum with different values of the dielectric thickness when the chemical
potential uc is fixed at 0.4 eV. It is observed that the operating bandwidth exhibits red-shifts
due to the fact that the thickness of the dielectric layer is related to the phase response
characteristics of the proposed graphene CPC.

Fig. 7. (a) Simulated PCRs of the proposed CPC for different Fermi energies of graphene. (b)
Simulated PCRs of the proposed CPC for different electron scattering times of graphene.
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Table 1 Comparisons of the proposed polarization converter with other tunable
polarization converters
Max Incident
angle
(degree)
(PCR>0.8)

Tuning
mechanism

61.9% (7.17 THz)

Not given

Temperatur
e control

>90%

84.5% (3.6 THz)

30

Temperatur
e control

Split ring
resonator

99%

83% (1.1 THz)

Not given

Photoexcited

[36]

I-shaped
resonators

>90%

81% (0.67THz)

40

Tunable
graphene

[37]

rectangleshape
resonator

>90%

5% (46.8 THz)

40

Tunable
graphene

[38]

L-shaped
resonator

>90%

≈3%(31.5 THz &
41.3 THz)

Not given

Tunable
graphene

[39]

Slotted
nanoarray

>95%

38.5% (78 THz)

45

Tunable
graphene

This
work

sinusoidallypatterned
graphene

97.2
%

47% (1.7 THz)

>50

Tunable
graphene

Ref.

Unit
structure

PCR
peaks

[14]

E-shaped
hybrid
metamaterial

98.9
%

[15]

I-shaped
resonators

[20]

Relative
bandwidth
(center
frequency)

Remarks
High PCR, wide
bandwidth, fixed
band with tunable
PCR
High PCR, wide
bandwidth, fixed
band with tunable
PCR
High PCR, wide
bandwidth, fixed
band with tunable
PCR
High PCR, wide
bandwidth, large
incident angle
High PCR,
medium
bandwidth, large
incident angle
High PCR, dual
frequency band
tunable
High PCR, wide
bandwidth, large
incident angle
High PCR, wide
bandwidth, large
incident angle

Furthermore, the electrostatic tunability of the proposed graphene CPC is investigated.
Figure 7(a) plots the PCRs of different Fermi energy levels under the normal incidence. It can
be seen the operating frequency band shows a blue shift when the Fermi energy increases
from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV. The PCR values increase rapidly to its maximum when the Fermi
energy increases to above 0.3 eV, which is due to the fact that the higher Fermi energy not
only leads to the decrease of the inherent loss of the graphene but also results in a stronger
plasma resonance. Then, the reflected orthogonal components achieve nearly 180° phase
difference in two reflected orthogonal components and thus the perfect polarization
conversion. Figure 7(b) shows the PCR curves for different electron scattering times of the
graphene under normal incidence with Fermi energy is fixed at 0.4 eV. There is almost no
polarization conversion when the electron scattering time τ is 0.02 ps. When the τ is increased
to more than 0.15, high polarization conversion efficiency is achieved with broad bandwidth.
This is because by increasing the values of τ, the plasmonic oscillation becomes stronger,
leading to a plasmonic conversion. The proposed CPC with flexible tunability and simple
structure may be used as a tunable broadband modulator at terahertz frequencies. For practical
experiment, we may design the graphene-based polarization converter that consists of five
layers including a graphene layer, an insulator layer of Al2O3, a polycrystalline silicon layer, a
dielectric layer, and the ground. The DC voltage is applied between polycrystalline silicon
layer and the graphene using Al2O3 (Alumina, εr = 8.9 and tanδ = 0.01) as spacer, similar to
the fabrication design in [47].
Table 1 compares the key characteristics of the proposed polarization converter with other
state-of-the-art works. Although the tunable polarization converters realized by using thermal
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[14], [15] and photo-excitation [20] can achieve high PCR over a wide bandwidth, only the
magnitude of the PCR can be tuned whereas the frequency band is fixed. Compared with
other graphene-based tunable polarization converters [37], [38], the proposed one exhibits
wider bandwidth and higher PCR. Although new designs of polarization converters, such as
using I-shaped resonators [36] and slotted nanoarrays [39], achieve high PCR over a wide
bandwidth, their PCRs decrease fast when the incident angle increases greater than 30°.
Whereas the proposed polarization converter not only achieves high PCR over a wide
bandwidth but also maintains the efficient and stable polarization conversion capability over
wide incident angles due to the continuous localized plasmon resonances excited. With the
good features, the proposed polarization converter can be potentially used in the THz
applications.
Conclusion
In summary, a new wideband net-shaped sinusoidally-patterned graphene-based CPC is
proposed. The polarization converter can realize a broadband terahertz polarization
conversion from 1.28 to 2.13-THz with PCR more than 0.85. The operating bandwidth and
magnitude of the PCR can be tuned easily by adjusting the chemical potential and the electron
scattering times. Moreover, the polarization conversion feature is insensitive to the incident
angle due to the continuous localized plasmon resonances excited. The PCR remains more
than 0.85 even the incident angles increases as high as 50°. The wideband, high PCR and
incident angle insensitivity demonstrate the proposed polarization converter can be used in
the THz applications.
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